
AUTUMN FUCHSIA & GOLDEN SHADOW NECKLACE 
 

 

 

Kit Post Free: $76.00  

Using only 4 keystones 
and 16 x 6mm bicones 
reduces cost to $66.00  

Economy 4 keystone no 
drops and all 4 mm 

bicones:  $48.00. 
 
Other style & colour 

combinations may be 
available from time to 

time. 

 
 

Material supplied in kit 
 

Standard Version Economy Version 

 3 Swarovski fuchsia filigrees  3 filigrees 

 3 Swarovski fuchsia drops  Nil 

 6 Swarovski golden shadow 

keystones 

 4 keystones 

 16 Swarovski 4mm golden shadow 

bicones 

 16 x 4mm GSHA bicones 

 20 Swarovski 6mm fuchsia bicones  16 x 4mm fuchsia 

 4 x 25mm eye pins  4 eye pins 

 60cm tiger tail  60cm tiger tail 

 1 x 4mm split ring and parrot clasp  Split ring & clasp 

 3 x 4mm jump rings  Nil 

 8 wire protectors  8 wire protectors 

 8 crimps  8 crimps 

 8 crimp covers  8 crimp covers 

 30 cm plated chain  30cm chain 

 

 
Tools required (not included in kit) 

 

 Small round nose pliers 

 Wire cutters 

 Crimping pliers 

 Bead stopper or peg or bulldog clip 



Step 1 
 

Prepare centre piece – place a 4mm golden shadow bicone, 6mm fuchsia bicone and 4mm 
golden shadow bicone on an eye pin. Turn a loop on the other end making sure that it is 

the same size and parallel to the first loop. Make another 3 sets. Open the loops sideways 
and connect them to the filigrees as shown in the picture then close the loop. Fix the 
drops to the filigrees with jump rings. 

Step 2 
 
Cut the tiger tail into 4 pieces.  Connect the tiger tail, using wire protectors and crimps, to 

the filigrees as seen in the picture. Thread on each piece a 4mm golden shadow bicone, 
6mm fuchsia bicone, keystone (make sure that the foil on the keystone faces the back and 

that the large end points out), a 6mm fuchsia bicone, keystone, 6mm bicone, keystone, 
6mm bicone and a 4mm golden shadow bicone. Use a bead stopper to hold the other 
three tiger tails as you work on each one. 

 
Step 3 

 
Connect the two tiger tails on one side to one end of the chain using wire protectors and 
crimps. Repeat on the other side to the other end of the chain. Cover all crimps with 

crimp covers and close with the gap to the back. 
 
Step 4 

 
Cut chain in the centre and add the clasp using the split ring.  The clasp can clip into the 

chain at any point to adjust the length of the necklace.  
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